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Summary
Recent years have seen growing research activities in and more and more applica-
tion of Unmanned Aerial Vehicles(UAVs) especially Micro Aerial Vehicles(MAVs)
and mobile robots in the areas such as surveillance, reconnaissance, target tracking
and data acquisition. Among many enabling technologies, computer vision systems
have become the main substitutes for the Global Positioning System(GPS), Inertial
Measurement Unit(IMU) and other sensor systems due to low cost and easy to main-
tain. Moreover, vision based localization system can provide accurate navigation data
for UAVs and mobile robots in GPS-denied environments such as indoor and urban
areas. Therefore, many vision-based research elds have emerged to verify that vi-
sion, especially onboard vision, can also be used in outdoor areas: vision-based forced
landing, vision-based maneuver target tracking, vision-based formation ight, vision-
based obstacle avoidance etc. These motivate our research eorts on vision-based
localization for multiple UAVs and mobile robots.
The main contributions of the thesis consist of three parts. First, our research
eorts are focused on indoor vision localization through overhead cameras. To detect
the indoor UAV, a vision algorithm is proposed and implemented on a PC, which
utilizes four colored balls and a HSV color space method for retrieving the relative
3D information of the UAV. After modifying this vision algorithm, an indoor 2D
vii
map is established and applied for the mobile robot position control of multi-robot
task-based formation control scenarios. Furthermore, a sophisticated vision approach
based on ARToolKit is proposed to realize the position and attitude estimation of the
multiple vehicles and control the ARDrone UAV in GPS-denied environment. With
the help of ARToolKit pose estimation algorithm, the estimated relative position and
angle of the UAV with respect to the world frame can be used for UAV position
control. This estimation method can be extended for multiple UAVs or mobile robots
tracking and localization. Second, our research eorts are focused on ARDrone UAV
onboard vision part, which integrates some part of the ARToolKit with some part
of ARDrone program on Visual Studio 2008 platform especially video stream chan-
nel. Therefore the core algorithm of the ARToolKit can be utilized to estimate the
relative position and angle of the marker on the ground or moving mobile robots to
the moving quad-rotor which is provided mobile localization information for UAV
position control. And this mobile localization method has been extended for multi-
ple marker motion tracking and estimation to be used in multi-agent heterogeneous
formation control and task-based formation control etc. Third, our eorts are fo-
cused on real implementation and experiment test. Detailed program techniques and
implementation are given in this thesis and some experimental videos are captured.
viii
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Multiple unmanned aerial vehicles(UAVs) have aroused strong interest and made huge
progress in the civil, industrial and military applications in recent years [1{5]. Partic-
ularly, unmanned rotorcrafts, such as quad-rotors, received much attention and made
much progress in the defense, security and research communities [6{11]. And multi-
ple mobile robots are also beginning to emerge as viable tools to real world problems
with lowering cost and growing computation power of embedded processors. Mul-
tiple UAVs and mobile robots can be combined as a team of cyber-physical system
agents to verify some theory or test some scenarios such as multi-agent coordination,
cooperative control and mission-based formation control etc. In order for some in-
formation collection especially agent position and attitude information estimation on
indoor control scenarios testing, detailed and low-cost vision localization methods are
presented in this thesis instead of expensive motion capture system [12]. In addition,
a distinguished onboard vision localization method is presented for map generation
and communications between agents. With enough position and attitude information
estimated via vision on each intelligent agent, some high-level and interesting control
strategies and scenarios can be veried.
In what follows of this chapter, an introduction to UAV and quad-rotor back-
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ground is given in Section 1.1, and then mobile robot background is presented in
Section 1.2. The vision based localization background is addressed in Section 1.3
in which a literature review of vision based localization applications and its corre-
sponding concepts are introduced followed by the proposed methods on indoor vision
localization and onboard vision localization. Then the objectives for this research are
introduced in Section 1.4. Finally, the outline of this thesis is given in Section 1.5 for
easy reference.
1.1 UAV and Quad-rotor background
1.1.1 UAV background
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles [13] commonly referred to as UAV's are dened as powered
aerial vehicles sustained in ight by aerodynamic lift over most of their ight path
and guided without an onboard crew. They may be expendable or recoverable and
can y autonomously or piloted remotely. The rst unmanned helicopter [14] was the
one built by Forlanini in 1877. It was neither actively stabilized nor steerable. With
the outstanding technological advancements after World War II it became possible to
build and control unmanned helicopters. A few years after the rst manned airplane
ight, Dr. Cooper and Elmer Sperry invented the automatic gyroscopic stabilizer,
which helps to keep an aircraft ying straight and level. This technology was used
to convert a U.S.Navy Curtiss N-9 [15] trainer aircraft into the rst radio-controlled
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). The rst UAVs were tested in the US during World
2
War I but never deployed in combat. During World War II, Germany took a serious
advantage and demonstrated the potential of UAVs on the battleelds. After the two
wars, the military recognized the potential of UAVs in combat and started develop-
ment programs which led, a few decades after, to sophisticated systems, especially in
the US and Israel, like the Predator [16] or the Pioneer [17]. Meanwhile, the company
Gyrodyne of America started the famous DASH program [18] for the navy. The mil-
itary market of unmanned helicopters became evident. An intensive research eort
was deployed and impressive results achieved; like the A160 Hummingbird [19], a
long-endurance helicopter able to y 24 h within a range of 3150 km. The battleeld
of the future would belong to the Unmanned Combat Armed Rotorcraft. The aca-
demic researchers have also shown their interest in the development of autonomous
helicopters over the last decades. An extensive research eort is being conducted
on VTOL UAVs [20] and Micro Aerial Vehicles(MAVs), not only directed towards
civilian applications like search and rescue, but also towards military ones [6], [7],
[8]. VTOL systems have specic characteristics which allow the execution of applica-
tions that would be dicult or impossible with other concepts. Their superiority is
owed to their unique ability for vertical, stationary and low speed ight. Presently,
an important eort is invested in autonomous MAVs, where the challenges of the
miniaturization, autonomy, control, aerodynamics and sources of energy are tackled.
UAVs are subdivided into two general categories, xed wing UAVs and rotary wing
UAVs. Rotary winged crafts are superior to their xed wing counterparts in terms




Quadrotor helicopters are a class of vehicles under VTOL rotor-crafts category. It
has two pairs of counter-rotating rotors with xed-pitch blades at four corners of
the airframe. The development of full-scale quadrotors experienced limited interest
in the past. Nevertheless, the rst manned short ight in 1907 was on a quadrotor
developed by Louis Brguet and Jacques Brguet, two brothers working under the
guidance of Professor Charles Richet, which they named Brguet Richet Gyroplane
No. 1 Breguet-Richet-1907 as shown in Figure 1.1.
Figure 1.1: Brguet Richet Gyroplane No. 1
Nowadays, quadrotors have become indispensable in aerial robotics, typically
have a span ranging from 15 cm to 60 cm. They are cheaper than their cousins, MAV
which have a span less than 15 cm and weigh less than 100 g and have low risk of
being seriously damaged such as DelFly [21].
Quadrotors are ideal mobile platforms in urban and indoor scenarios. They
are small enough to navigate through corridors and can enter structures through
windows or other openings and hence, make an excellent platform for surveillance,
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aerial inspection, tracking, low altitude aerial reconnaissance and other applications.
Quadrotors come with their own set of limitations, namely, limited payload,
ight time and computational resources. Quadrotors are inherently unstable and
need active stabilization for a human operator to y them. Quadrotors are generally
stabilized using feedback from Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). Table 1.1 gives an
idea about quadrotors' advantages and drawbacks.
Table 1.1: Quadrotors' main advantages and drawbacks
Advantages Drawbacks
Simple mechanics Large size and mass
Reduced gyroscopic eects Limited pay load
Easy navigation Limited ight time
Slow precise movement Limited computational resources
Explore both indoor and outdoor
Although there are several drawbacks listed above, much research has already
been conducted around the quadrotors such as multi-agent systems, indoor au-
tonomous navigation, task-based cooperative control etc. Many university groups
have used quadrotors as their main testbed to verify some theories or algorithms such
as STARMAC from Stanford University, PIXHAWK Quadrotors from ETH, GRASB
Lab from University of Pennsylvania, Autonomous Vehicle Laboratory from Univer-
sity of Maryland College Park, Multiple Agent Intelligent Coordination and Control
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Lab from Brigham Young University etc. Quadrotor implementations and studies do
not limit themselves to the academic environment. Especially in the last decade, sev-
eral commercially available models [6], [7], [8], [22] have appeared in the market with
a variety of models stretching from mere entertainment up to serious applications.
The Pelican quadrotor is manufactured by Ascending Technologies [6] and has
been a popular vehicle within many research institutions that focus on Unmanned
Aerial System(UAS) and autonomy. The modied Pelican was equiped with a Sur-
veyor SRV-1 Blackn camera that included a 500MHz Analog Devices Blackn BF537
processor, 32MB SDRAM, 4MB Flash, and Omnivision OV7725 VGA low-light cam-
era. The video signal was transmitted through a Matchport WiFi 802.11b/g radio
module shown in the Figure 1.2.
Figure 1.2: Modied Ascending Technologies Pelican quad-rotor with wireless camera
and nonlethal paintball gun
Figure 1.3 shows an experiment with this quadrotor where an HMMWV was
placed on the runway and an mannequin was stood out in front of the vehicle in
order to simulate an enemy sniper standing in the open near a vehicle.
6
Figure 1.3: Pelican quadrotor armed with nonlethal paintball gun hovering in front
of the target
However, this UAS did not come with a Ground Control System(GCS) or an easy
way to integrate video for targeting, which meant the experiment required multiple
communications frequencies, a laptop computer to serve as a GCS and a laptop
computer to process the video feed for the trigger operator.
The German company Microdrones GmbH [8] was established in 2005 and since
then has been developing such UAVs for tasks such as aerial surveillance by police
and remen forces, inspection services of power lines, monitoring of nature protection
areas, photogrammetry, archeology research, among others. Their smallest model is
pictured in Figure 1.4.
It has a typical take-o weight of 1000g with diameter 70cm between rotor axes.
This quadrotor can y up to 30 minutes with its ight radius from 500m to 6000m.
It can y in the environment with maximum 90% humidity and -10C to 50C tem-
perature. Its wind of tolerance is up to 4m/s for steady pictures.
7
Figure 1.4: md4-200 from Microdrone
Another manufacturer of such aircraft is the Canadian Dragany Innovations Inc.
[7]. Their quadrotor models portfolio stretches from the Draganyer X4 in Figure 1.5
and Draganyer E4 in Figure 1.6, with 250 g of payload capacity up to the Draganyer
X8 in Figure 1.7, featuring a 8-rotor design, with payload capacity of 1000 g and GPS
position hold function.
Figure 1.5: Draganyer X4 from Dragany Innovations Inc.
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Figure 1.6: Draganyer E4 from Dragany Innovations Inc.
Figure 1.7: Draganyer X8 from Dragany Innovations Inc.
The French company Parrot SA. [9] is another relevant manufacturer of the
quadrotors among other products. Their ARDrone model is shown in Figure 1.8
with a surrounding protective frame and a comparable size to the md4-200 from
Microdrone. It can y only for approximately 12 minutes, reaching a top speed of 18
km/h. ARDrone quadrotor was designed for entertainment purposes, including video-
gaming and augmented reality, and can be remote-controlled by an iPhone through
a Wi-Fi network. ARDrone is now available on [22] for approximately US$ 300.
In this thesis, ARDrone quadrotor was chosen as our main platform because of
its lower price and its multi-functionality.
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Figure 1.8: ARDrone from Parrot SA.
1.2 Mobile robot background
A mobile robot is an automatic machine that is capable of moving within a given
environment. Mobile robots have the capability to move around in their environment
and are not xed to one physical location. Mobile robots are the focus of a great
deal of current research and almost every major university has one or more labs that
focus on mobile robot research. Mobile robots are also found in industry, military and
security environments. They also appear as consumer products, for entertainment or
to perform certain tasks like vacuum, gardening and some other common household
tasks.
During World War II the rst mobile robots emerged as a result of technical
advances on a number of relatively new research elds like computer science and cy-
bernetics. They were mostly ying bombs. Examples are smart bombs that only
detonate within a certain range of the target, the use of guiding systems and radar
control. The V1 and V2 rockets had a crude 'autopilot' and automatic detonation
systems. They were the predecessors of modern cruise missiles. After seven decades'
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evolution and development, mobile robotics have become a hot area which covers
many applications and products in dierent kinds of elds such as research robots,
space exploration robots, defense and rescue robots, inspection robots, agricultural
robots, autonomous container carrier, autonomous underwater vehicles(AUV), pa-
trolling robots, transportation in hospitals, transportation in warehouses, industrial
cleaner, autonomous lawn mower etc. Figure 1.9 shows a Mars Exploration Rover.
Figure 1.9: Mars Exploration Rover
And the following picture is a military robot named Foster-Miller [23] TALON
designed for missions ranging from reconnaissance to combat. Over 3000 TALON
robots have been deployed to combat theaters.
It was used in Ground Zero after the September 11th attacks working for 45 days
with many decontaminations without electronic failure. It weighs less than 100 lb (45
kg) or 60 lb (27 kg) for the Reconnaissance version. Its cargo bay accommodates
a variety of sensor payloads. The robot is controlled through a two-way radio or
a ber-optic link from a portable or wearable Operator Control Unit (OCU) that
provides continuous data and video feedback for precise vehicle positioning. It is the
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only robot used in this eort that did not require any major repair which led to the
further development of the HAZMAT TALON.
Figure 1.10: Foster-Miller TALON military robot
Mobile robots are also used in advanced education and research areas. The
Khepera III in Figure 1.11 by K-Team Corporation [24] is the perfect tool for the
most demanding robotic experiments and demonstrations featuring innovative design
and state-of-the-art technology.
Figure 1.11: Khepera III robot
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The platform is able to move on a tabletop as well as on a lab oor for real world
swarm robotics. It also supports a standard Linux operating system to enable fast
development of portable applications. And it has been successfully used by Edward A.
Macdonald [25] for multiple robot formation control. Although remarkable research
developments in the multi-agent robotics area, numerous technical challenges have
been mentioned in [26] to overcome such as inter-robot communications, relative
position sensing and actuation, the fusion of distributed sensors or actuators, eective
reconguration of the system functionality etc. In our experiment, our mobile robots
was made and modied by our group students because its lower cost and several free
extended functionality.
1.3 Vision based localization background
Vision systems have become an exciting eld in academic research and industrial
applications. Much progress has been made in control of an indoor aerial vehicle or
mobile robots using vision system. The RAVEN(Real-time indoor Autonomous Vehi-
cle test Environment) system [27] developed by MIT Aerospace Control Lab estimates
the information of the UAV by measuring the position of lightweight reective balls
installed on the UAV via beacon sensor used in motion capture [12]. Although this
set of motion capture system has a high resolution of 1mm and can handle multiple
UAVs therefore has been used by many known research groups, on the contrary, it
has the disadvantage of requiring expensive equipment. Mak et al. [28] proposed a
localization system for an indoor rotary-wing MAV that uses three onboard LEDs and
base station mounted active vision unit. A USB web camera tracks the ellipse formed
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by cyan LEDs and estimates the pose of the MAV in real time by analyzing images
taken using an active vision unit. Hyondong Oh et al. [29] proposed a multi-camera
visual feedback for the control of an indoor UAV whose control system is based on the
classical proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control. E. Azarnasab et al. [30] used
an overhead mono-camera mounted at a xed location to get the new position and
heading of all real robots leading to vision based localization. Using this integrated
test bed they present a multi-robot dynamic team formation example to demonstrate
the usage of this platform along dierent stages of the design process. Haoyao Chen
et al. [31] applied a ceiling vision SLAM algorithm to a multi-robot formation system
for solving the global localization problem where three dierent strategies based on
feature matching approach were proposed to calculate the relative positions among
the robots. Hsiang-Wen Hsieh et al. [32] presented a hybrid distributed vision sys-
tem(DVS) for robot localization where odometry data from robot and images cap-
tured from overhead cameras installed in the environment are incorporated to help
reduce possibilities of fail localization due to eects of illumination, encoder accumu-
lated errors, and low quality range data. Vision based localization has been used in
Robo-cup Standard Platform League(SPL) [33] where a robot tracking system of 2
cameras mounted over the robot eld is implemented to calculate the position and
heading of the robot. Spencer G. Fowers et al. [34] have used Harris feature detec-
tion and template matching as their main vision algorithm running in real-time in
hardware on the on-board FPGA platform, allowing the quad-rotor to maintain a
stable and almost drift free hover without human intervention. D. Eberli et al. [35]
presented a real-time vision-based algorithm for 5 degrees-of-freedom pose estimation
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and set-point control for a Micro Aerial Vehicle(MAV) which used onboard camera
mounted on a quad-rotor to capture the appearance of two concentric circles used as
landmark. Other groups [36], [37], [38] are more concentrated on the visual SLAM [39]
or its related methods on one quad-rotor which navigated in unknown environments
for 3D mapping.
In this thesis, a HSV based indoor vision localization method is proposed and
applied in both UAV and mobile robots. Then another 3D localization method based
on ARToolKit is presented for multiple vehicles' localization. And this method is
modied and extended for the onboard vision localization.
1.4 Objectives for This Work
The primary goal for this research is to develop an indoor localization method based
on purely vision for multiple UAVs and mobile robots position and attitude esti-
mation, indoor map generation and control scenarioes vercation. As most previous
work [11], [40] have used expensive vicon motion capture system [12] for indoor control
scenarioes testing, relatively few attention has been given to the low-cost vision local-
ization system. In terms of this, a normal HSV color-based localization is proposed,
implemented and tested on UAVs and mobile robots, especially on multi-robot task-
based formation control to verify this vision localization system, further extended by
an advanced ARToolkit localization method. Although ARToolkit has many appli-
cations on virtual reality, tracking etc, its potential on multiple agents'tracking and
localization has not been fully discovered. In this theis, techniques for eective im-
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plemenation of ARToolkit localization on groups of UAVs are introduced. To explore
the potential of this method and apply it to verify some high-level control scenari-
oes, ARToolKit tracking and localization algorithm is integrated with the ARDrone
SDK, which enables the drone not only to track multiple objects, recognize them but
also to localize itself. In addition, this mobile localization system can be also used
to track a group of mobile robots moving on the ground and transfer their relative
positions to not only groundstation but also each of them. Furthermore, a group of
ARToolKit markers can also be put on the top of a group of mobile robots therefore
a group of ARDrone UAVs and mobile robots can be teamed to nish some indoor
tasks. Therefore, it is not only useful but also has much potential on some interesting
scenarios such as heterogeneous formation control of UAVs and mobile robots, task-
based formation control of UAVs and mobile robots etc. On the following chapters,
the experimental setup, techniques, methods and results will be given in detail.
1.5 Thesis outline
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: In Chapter 2 we start with a
discussion on work related to indoor vision localization. This chapter is mainly divided
into three parts: UAV localization, mobile robots' localization and multiple vehicles'
3D localization. Each part is formulated by background information on the platform
and detailed algorithm interpretation. With the help of HSV color space method,
UAV localization can retrieve the relative 3D information of the indoor UAV. And
this method has been modied for mobile robots' localization in multi-robot task-
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based formation control scenarios. To further extend the indoor vision localization
to track multiple vehicles, a more sophisticated vision approach based on ARToolKit
is proposed to realize the position and attitude estimation of the multiple vehicles.
Another mobile localization method named onboard vision localization is discussed in
Chapter 3 where our test-bed and some related topics are introduced, followed by the







Since the outdoor y test requires not only a wide area, suitable transportation and
qualied personnel but also tends to be vulnerable to the adverse weather condition.
Accordingly, indoor y test using vision system emerges as a possible solution recently
and ensures protection from the environment condition. In addition, vision system
which is named as Indoor Localization Sytem in the thesis can provide accurate
navigation information or fused with other information from on-board sensors like
GPS or inertial navigation system(INS) to bound error growth.
As mentioned above, the main challenge of vision system is to develop both
low-cost and robust system which provides sucient information for the autonomous
ight, even for multiple UAVs. In addition, GPS signal cannot be accessed for indoor
test and indoor GPS system is quite expensive therefore an alternative method is to
use vision for feedback. This chapter describes a vision localization system which
provides the relative position and attitude as feedback signals to control the indoor
ying quad-rotor UAV. Vision information of color markers attached to the UAV is
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obtained periodically from camera on the ceiling to the computer. These relative
position information can be utilized for position feedback control of the quad-rotor
UAV.
2.1.2 Indoor UAV Test Bed
For the autonomous ight of the indoor UAV, visual feedback concept is employed by
the development of an indoor ight test-bed using camera on the ceiling. Designing
the indoor test-bed, the number of camera and marker is an important factor. As
the number of camera and marker increases, the performance of the system, such
as accuracy and robustness, is enhanced, however, the computation burden becomes
heavier. In our test, the test-bed is composed of one Logitech C600 VGA camera,
four colored markers attached to the UAV so that the maneuverability and reasonable
performance can be guaranteed, 3m USB cable , one PC with Visual Studio 2008 [41]
and OpenCV [42] Library and one UAV. The following two pictures are Logitech
C600 VGA camera, ARDrone Quad-rotor UAV.
Figure 2.1: Logitech C600 VGA camera mounted on the ceiling
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Figure 2.2: ARDrone Quad-rotor UAV
The whole structure of indoor UAV localization system described in detail later is
shown in Figure 2.3
Figure 2.3: The whole structure of indoor UAV localization system
2.1.3 UAV Localization Method
2.1.3.1 Camera model and calibration
We follow the classical camera calibration procedures of camera calibration toolbox
for Matlab [43] using a chessboard in the Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: A chessboard for camera calibration
Pinhole camera model designed for charge-coupled device(CCD) like sensor is
considered to describe a mapping between the 3D world and a 2D image. The basic
pinhole camera model can be written as [44]:
ximage = PXworld (2.1)
where Xworld is the 3D world point represented by a homogeneous four element vector
(X;Y; Z;W )T , ximage is the 2D image point represented by a homogeneous vector
(x; y; w)T . W and w are the scale factors which represent the depth information and
P is 3 by 4 homogeneous camera projection matrix with 11-degrees freedom, which
connects the 3D structure of real world and 2D image points of the camera and given
by:







where RCamI is the rotation transform matrix and t
Cam
I is the translation transform
matrix from inertial frame to camera center frame and (fx; fy); (cx; cy); s are the focal
length of the camera in terms of pixel dimensions, principal point and skew parameter,
respectively. After camera calibration, K matrix can be obtained to help estimate
the RCamI and t
Cam
I . The parameters in K matrix of the Logitech camera we used are
found using Matlab calibration toolbox [43] as follows:
Focal Length: fx = 537.17268, fy = 537.36131
Principal point: cx = 292.06476, cy = 205.63950
Distortion vector: k1 = 0.1104, k2 = -0.19499, k3 = -0.00596, k4 = -0.00549, k5 =
0.00000
In the program, we only use the rst four elements in the distortion vector to formulate
a new vector.
2.1.3.2 Marker Selection
For convenient development, we choose four dierent colored ball markers since each
marker is distinguishable by their distinct colors. Therefore, the detection of the
color markers represents the extraction of distinct colors in given images from a CCD
camera and in this way the precise position of the markers can be extracted.
2.1.3.3 Image preprocessing
1. RGB space to HSV space
(A). HSV space-based detection algorithm is used to detect four colored balls because
of independent color distribution of each marker in the Hue part of HSV space.
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Pictures of selected balls are shown in Figure 2.5,
Figure 2.5: Pictures of selected balls
Figure 2.6: 3D model of HSV space and its two-dimensional plots
In the rst place, the original image in RGB color space is read from the camera.
Then, each pixel of the image has three color channels whose value varies from 0 to
255. After that, we transfer the RGB space image to HSV space image. HSV is one
of the most common cylindrical-coordinate representations of points in an RGB color
model. HSV stands for hue, saturation, and value, and is also often called HSB (B
for brightness). As shown in Figure 2.6, the angle around the central vertical axis
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corresponds to "hue", the distance from the axis corresponds to "saturation", and
the distance along the axis corresponds to "lightness", "value" or "brightness".
In the program we use OpenCV to convert the RGB color space to HSV color
space with three dierent channel of dierent range. Hue plane ranges from 0 to 180
while Saturation plane and Value plane all ranges from 0 to 255.
(B). Since the onboard markers depend largely on the lighting condition, a threshold
process is required to detect and identify them. Threshold condition of each color
marker is not only determined by analyzing various viewpoints and illumination con-
ditions but also related to the color distribution of each marker in the Hue part of
HSV image. Therefore, our threshold process is consist of two fundamental steps:
First, using the information in the HSV space, we remove the background or other
useless information whose Saturation and Value of the corresponding HSV space is
too high, which means that the intensities of the assumed background pixels are set
to be zero so they are supposed to be black in the binary image. Second, color dis-
tribution of each marker is determined by the normalized histogram of the Hue part
in HSV image. Using the Matlab, we nd our markers' normalized color distribution
which is shown in Figure 2.7(a) to Figure 2.7(d).
In normalized distribution above for Hue part of HSV space, it is found that red
color distribution in Figure 2.7(a) is in less than 0.1 or more than 0.9, yellow color
distribution in Figure 2.7(b) is located in 0.1-0.2, green color distribution in Figure
2.7(c) is in 0.2-0.3 and blue color distribution in Figure 2.7(d) is located between 0.6-




Figure 2.7: (a): Red color distribution; (b): Yellow color distribution; (c): Green
color distribution, and (d): Blue color distribution.
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other background information and set the corresponding part in the binary image to
be 255 so they become white in the binary image.
2. Smooth Processing
Although after thresholding process, there still exists some noise points in the binary
image so ltering process is needed to remove them. Finally, we select median lter
to smooth the binary image since it can do a better job of removing the 'salt-and-
pepper' noise. Median lter is a non-linear operation which is performed by using a
neighborhood. In order to perform median ltering at a point in an image, we rst
sort the values of the pixel in question and its neighbors, determine their median,
and assign this value to that pixel. For example, suppose that a 3 by 3 neighborhood
has values (10, 20, 20, 20, 15, 20, 20, 25, 100). These values are sorted as (10, 15,
20, 20, 20, 20, 20, 25, 100), which results in a median of 20. The principal function
of median lters is to force points with distinct gray levels to be more like their
neighbors. Figure 2.8(a) to Figure 2.8(d) shows a comparison of eects of median
lters between two dierent size of kernels on an original image corrupted with high
levels of salt and pepper noise.
From the picture, we can see that the image is beginning to look a bit blotchy
as gray-level regions are mapped together. A 9 by 9 median lter kernel is chosen in
the program since there is a trade-o in choosing the size of the kernel: small size
of kernel doesn't have good performance to the salt pepper noise while large size of
kernel will blur the binary image and aect the executing time of the program. The




Figure 2.8: (a): Original image; (b): Original image corrupted with high levels of salt
and pepper noise; (c): Result image after smoothing with a 33 median lter, and




With the smoothing process, we may still have some disconnected shape of points
left in the binary image. Mathematical morphology is a set of tools that can be
used to manipulate the shape of objects in an image. Two advanced operations in
morphology, opening and closing [45], have been selected and used in the indoor
localization program. They are both derived from the fundamental operations of
erosion and dilation [45]. Opening generally smoothes the contour of an object, breaks
narrow isthmuses and eliminates thin protrusions. Closing also tends to smooth
sections of contours but opposite to opening, it generally fuses narrow breaks and
long thin gulfs, eliminates small holes and lls gaps in the contour.
The opening of set A by structuring element B, denoted A B, is dened as
A B = (A	B)B (2.3)
Therefore the opening of set A by B is the erosion of A by B, followed by a
dilation of the result by B. And the basic eect of an opening operation is shown in
Figure 2.9.
The opening operation has a simple geometric interpretation in Figure 2.10. If
the structuring element B is viewed as a (at) "rolling ball", the boundary of A  B
is then established by the points in B that reach the farthest into the boundary of A
as B is rolled around the inside of this boundary. In Figure 2.10, the red line is the
outer boundary of the opening.
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Figure 2.9: The eect of opening
Figure 2.10: A simple geometric interpretation of the opening operation
The pseudo code for the opening is shown as follows
dst = open(src; element) = dilate(erode(src; element); element) (2.4)
where src is the original image, element is the structuring element of the opening and
dst is the result image of the opening operation.
Similarly, the closing of set A by structuring element B, denoted A  B, is dened
as
A B = (AB)	B (2.5)
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Therefore the closing of A by B is simply the dilation of A by B, followed by the
erosion of the result by B. And the basic eect of an closing operation is shown in
Figure 2.11.
The closing has a similar geometric interpretation in Figure 2.12, except that we
now roll B on the outside of the boundary.
The pseudo code for the closing is shown as follows
dst = close(src; element) = erode(dilate(src; element); element) (2.6)
where src is the original image, element is the structuring element of the closing and
dst is the result image of the closing operation.
Figure 2.11: The eect of closing
In the program, we nd some segmental noises sometimes exist in the binary
image even with the previous median lter. Thus it is advantageous to perform two
operators in sequence: closing then opening with the same round structuring element
to remove all the noises. The nal result image after these advanced morphology
operations is already shown in Figure 2.13.
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Figure 2.12: A similar geometric interpretation of the closing operation
Figure 2.13: The nal result image after advanced morphology operations
After these image preprocessing procedures, the four colored balls are identied
from the background and set to be white compared to the black background in the
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binary image.
2.1.3.4 Position calculation in the image frame
1. Contour identication
After several steps of image preprocessing, we need to nd the external contour of
each ball which is composed of a set of points. Then using these points, each center
of gravity of the ball can later be calculated. The identied contours of each ball on
the quad-rotor are roughly shown in Figure 2.14.
Figure 2.14: The identied contours of each ball in the quad-rotor
2. Determine the center of gravity of each ball
Since when the quad-rotor is ying, some random vibrations exist which sometimes
make the shape of each ball mounted on the quad-rotor deform a little bit so that the
binary area of each ball actually doesn't look like exactly round areas. In terms of
this situation, minimum area of external rectangle method is introduced to determine
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the center of gravity of each ball in order to nd the position of each ball in the image
frame. A picture of this method is shown in Figure 2.15.
With this step, the area of each ball can be estimated in the image frame. An
additional threshold step is developed to set to lter out some possible smaller and
larger wrong areas which may aect the performance of the program. This step is
optional and largely dependent on the experimental environment.
Figure 2.15: Using minimum area of external rectangle method to determine the
center of gravity of each ball
2.1.3.5 Projection from body frame to camera frame
With the camera calibration step in 2.1.3.1, Equation 2.1 and intrinsic matrix K, we
can easily calculate and retrieve the 3D relative position and orientation data using
the transformation from body frame to camera frame. We dene some variables and
equations for our later detailed description.
Xworld = [X;Y; Z;W ]
T = [X;Y; Z; 1]T 2 R4 (W = 1) (2.7)
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where Xworld is the 3D world point represented by a homogeneous four element vector.
ximage is the 2D image point represented by a homogeneous three element vector,
ximage = [u; v; w]
T = [u; v; 1]T 2 R3 (w = 1) (2.8)
where we set W and w to be all 1 for simplicity. And we want to retrieve the rigid-
body motion information in the camera frame or camera extrinsic parameters g =
[RCamB j tCamB ] using a perspective transformation. Based on the Equation 2.1 and our
quad-rotor model, a detailed perspective transformation is given as follows:
  pi = K  [RCamB jtCamB ]  Pi; i = 1; 2; 3; 4 (2.9)
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; i = 1; 2; 3; 4 (2.11)
where Pi, i=1,2,3,4 are homogeneous coordinates of the center points of each ball
in the body frame where the origin of the body frame is in the body center of the





























where the sub-script of the Pi denotes the color of the ball and the sequence of these
points is clock-wise shown in Figure 2.16.
Figure 2.16: Mapping from 3D coordinate in the body frame to the 2D coordinate in
the image frame
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Here we use the common convention to describe the relationships between dif-
ferent frames instead of aircraft convention [46]. The red ball should be put in the
head direction of the quad-rotor. c is the constant distance from the center of each
ball to the center of quad-rotor body. And pi , i=1,2,3,4 are the corresponding center
points of each ball identied in the image.  is an arbitrary positive scalar  2 R+
containing the depth information of the point Pi. Using these information above, we
can nd the mapping from the 3D coordinate in the body frame to the 2D coordi-
nate in the image frame and retrieve rigid-body motion information, that are rotation
matrix RCamB and translation vector t
Cam
B from the body frame to the camera frame.
The 3D coordinates P = [Xj; Yj; Zj]
T relative to the camera frame of the same




B ) of Pi:
P = RCamB Pi + t
Cam
B 2 R3 (2.13)
Figure 2.17: Perspective projection with pinhole camera model
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Adopting the perspective projection with ideal pinhole camera model in Figure













where f denotes the only focal length of camera for simplicity
in ideal case.
This relationship can be written in homogeneous coordinates as follows:
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where P = [Xj; Yj; Zj; 1]
T and p = [x; y; 1]T are now in homogeneous representation.
Since we can decompose the matrix into26666664
f 0 0 0
0 f 0 0








1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
37777775 (2.15)
And we have the coordinate transformation for P = [Xj; Yj; Zj; 1]
T from Pi =
[Xi; Yi; Zi; 1]


















Therefore, the overall geometric model and coordinate transformation for an
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Considering the parameters of the camera such as the focal length f , the scaling
factors along the x and y directions in the image plane and skew factor [47], the more
realistic model of a transformation between homogeneous coordinates of a 3-D point
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37777775 due to the radial lens distortion and scaling adjustment. sx and sy are the
scaling factors, s is called a skew factor and ox, oy are center osets. Combining
the rst two matrices in Equation 2.18 and rearrange the equation with Equation
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If we set fx = fsx, fy = fsy and s = fs and combine the last two matrices
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; i = 1; 2; 3; 4 (2.20)
2.1.3.6 Experiment and Result
As we mentioned earlier from the beginning of this chapter in Figure 2.3, the whole
structure of indoor UAV localization system is formulated.
Since the output information, rotation matrix and translation vector is in the co-
ordinate system of the camera and the NED-system(North-East-Down) [48] is usually
used as external reference(world frame), we need to change the relative position in the
camera frame to the relative position in the world frame using some transformation
for position feedback control. In addition, we need to retrieve the Euler Angle with
respect to corresponding frame from the rotation matrix for later use.
The program runs at the range of about 22 frames to 32 frames per second,
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which means that the output information is updated once every 31ms to 47ms. In
terms of this speed, it can basically satisfy the requirement of feedback control part.
After several experiments, we nd that this indoor localization system has about 2cm
measurement error from the real relative position because of the camera's distortion.
The following are some pictures captured when UAV is ying.
Figure 2.18: One experiment scene in indoor UAV localization when UAV is ying
Figure 2.19: Another experiment scene in indoor UAV localization when UAV is ying
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2.2 Mobile Robots' Localization
2.2.1 Purpose
The mobile robots' localization is a little bit easier due to their lower dynamic require-
ment. The vision system for the multi-robots can provide accurate navigation data,
that is relative position information, which is combined with other sensor informa-
tion such as gyroscope rotation information and IR sensors' information to implement
some high-level control algorithm such as multi-robots' formation control. Since the
Xbee communication part has been achieved by other group members, the localiza-
tion algorithm will only provide position data to the ground robots. In this way, the
ground robots are guided by the vision system to do formation control.
2.2.2 Indoor Robot Testbed
Our Indoor Robot Testbed consists of one camera mounted on the ceiling, ground
computer or laptop, several mobile robots, distinguished colored features mounted on
top of the robots and several Digi 1mW 2.4GHz XBEE 802.15.4 wireless transmitting
part mounted on PC and Digi 1mW 2.4GHz XBEE 802.15.4 wireless receiving parts
mounted on robots shown in Figure 2.20.
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Figure 2.20: Digi 1mW 2.4GHz XBEE 802.15.4 wireless receiving parts mounted on
robots
2.2.3 Robot Localization Method
2.2.3.1 Camera calibration and object conguration
The camera calibration procedure is the same as 2.1.3.1 in UAV localization part:
First, the camera is xed to a place so that it can detect any object including the
chessboard rag mounted on a at board. Second, after several pictures of chessboard
is captured with this camera, matlab calibration toolbox is used to get the intrinsic
parameters. Since these intrinsic parameters are already acquired in the calibration
step of 2.1.3.1, we can just directly use them. Lastly but importantly, since robots'
movement is within a pre-determined at 2D plane instead of 3D indoor space, the
object conguration within that plane can be established using some calibration tech-
niques so that later detection algorithm based on a dierent colored features mounted
on robots can be applied. In terms of that, the chessboard rag is carefully put just
on the at 2D plane usually a oor area so that the center of the chessboard co-
incides with the center of camera coverage area. The Figure 2.21 shows the object
conguration details.
After these steps above are nished, only one picture is taken from the camera
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and used as input for matlab calibration toolbox to compute the extrinsic parameters,
that are rotation matrix and translation vector of the chessboard rag area relative to
the camera. Therefore, we can use these information for later projection.
Figure 2.21: Camera position and object conguration
2.2.3.2 Feature Selection
We can select the same four dierent colored balls or color-painted rags mounted
on top of each robot as that in the UAV localization. The dierent thing from the
UAV localization is that each colored feature corresponds to each robot instead of four
colored features on one UAV. In this way, we can identify each robot with their distinct
colored feature and through Xbee communication transmit their relative position to
their corresponding robot which sometimes requires their own position depending on
the formation control algorithm.
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2.2.3.3 Multiple Object Detection
According to the 2.2.3.1, the rotation matrix and translation vector of the chessboard
rag area are extracted using matlab calibration toolbox. And we follow the steps of
2.1.3.3 and 2.1.3.4 to identify each feature in the image and calculate the center of
each feature just as we did in the UAV localization. However, the following distinct
perspective projection relationship is established to detect multiple robots with dif-
ferent colored features that move within the range of camera and give each of them













where (Xi; Yi) is the relative position with respect to the ith feature mounted on the




T are the actual image coordinates corresponding to the ith feature. Since
each robot moves within a at plane, Zi = 0 which is shown in Equation 2.21. And
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37777775 (2.22)
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where (fx; fy), (cx; cy), s are the same parameters described in Equation 2.2 and26666664
r11 r12 r13 t1
r21 r22 r23 t2
r31 r32 r33 t3
37777775 contains the extrinsic parameters obtained from 2.2.3.1. Similar
to the Equation 2.20, a perspective transform equation based on the Equation 2.21
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 is an arbitrary positive scalar  2 R+ containing the depth information of center































































After doing the above operation, the information of  is contained in the third
element of the left vector in Equation 2.26. In this way, (Xi; Yi) can be retrieved by








2.2.3.4 Experiment and Result
From the above description, we can have the following Figure 2.22 for the whole
structure of indoor mobile robot localization system:
Figure 2.22: The whole structure of indoor mobile robot localization system
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The output relative position is then transmitted to the corresponding robot for
data fusion with other information such as gyro and IR sensor information. The
program runs at the range of about 10 frames to 12 frames per second, which means
that the output information is updated once every 85 ms to 95 ms because each feature
is found and processed with the steps of Figure 2.22. In terms of this updating
speed, it can basically satisfy the requirement of robot formation control. After
several experiments,we nd that if we use H 1 in 2.2.3.3, we can have about 1 cm
measurement error from the real relative position and it satises the precise position
target for the task-based control part. The following are some pictures captured in
some successful experiments:
Figure 2.23: One experiment scene in indoor robot localization for multiple mobile
robot task-based formation control
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Figure 2.24: Another experiment scene in indoor robot localization for multiple mobile
robot task-based formation control
Some experiments' videos are captured and can be seen at [49].
2.3 Multiple Vehicles' 3D Localization with AR-
ToolKit using Mono-camera
2.3.1 Objectives and Design Decisions
The main objective of this chapter is to localize the moving objects within the range of
camera, transmitting their relative positions to themselves for feedback control or to
groundstation for monitoring. Vision based localization schemes are attractive in this
particular application and there are several dierent routines of varying complexity to
consider. In the chapter 2.1 and 2.2, colored-based recognition of objects as landmarks
are introduced, however this kind of method has its own disadvantages for further
development: First it depends on the test environment and is aected when the
environment lled with multiple colored things. Second, this method is not suitable
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for a huge number of vehicles moving in the environment since so many colored
features need to be mounted on them. Although Hyondong Oh et al [29] used similar
methods with our indoor UAV localization method to track Multi-UAVs, their colored
feature methods will become more complicated and constrained as more UAVs or
Mobile robots are added. In terms of this, marker based detection systems are found
to be the best solution and extension for multiple vehicles tracking. Although there
are several libraries supporting this, the ARToolKit [50] is among the best performers
[51], [52], [53], [50], which provides pattern recognition and pose estimation in a
convenient interface. Despite the improvements ARToolKitPlus [54], [55] describes,
the decision was made to use ARToolKit to localize multiple vehicles since it provided
an integrated solution for capturing frames from a video source, a built-in feature for
3D overlays that provided useful testing information and had more active projects
than the other alternatives [51], [52], [53]. In addition, ARToolKit was still ocially
an active development project and it is compatible with multiple operating systems
such as Windows, Linux and Mac OS etc. Lastly, the loop speed of ARToolKit for
marker tracking is more than 30ms or more than 30 frames per second which can
satisfy the real-time feedback control requirement of UAVs and Mobile Robots.
2.3.2 Background for ARToolKit
Tracking rectangular ducial markers is today one of the most widely used tracking so-
lutions for video see-through Augmented Reality [56] applications. ARToolKit is a C
and C++ language software library that lets programmers easily develop Augmented
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Reality applications. Augmented Reality (AR) is the overlay of virtual computer
graphics images on the real world, and has many potential applications in industrial
and academic research such as multiple vehicles' tracking and localization. ARToolKit
uses computer vision techniques to calculate the real camera position and orientation
relative to marked cards, allowing the programmer to overlay virtual objects onto
these cards.
ARToolKit includes the tracking libraries and complete source code for these
libraries enabling programming to port the code to a variety of platforms or customize
it for their own applications. ARToolKit currently runs on the SGI IRIX, PC Linux,
Mac OS X, and PC Windows (95/98/NT/2000/XP) operating systems. The last
version of ARToolKit is completely multi-platform. The current version of ARToolKit
supports both video and optical see-through augmented reality. In our application
we adopted video see-through AR where virtual images are overlaid on live video of
the real world.
For detailed ARToolKit Installation and Setup, please refer to A.1.
2.3.3 Experiment and Result
2.3.3.1 Single Vehicle Localization
In this section default ARToolKit marker Hiro is printed and pasted on a at board
on top of one ARDrone UAV or one robot, which ies within the camera mounted on
the ceiling. The relative position and orientation of ARDrone relative to the camera
are calculated in real time by ARToolKit program. The frame rate of the ARToolKit
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program can be tuned by hand in Figure A.1 depending on the requirement, however
a minimum of frame rate of 15 fps is recommended below which the performance of
ARToolKit rendering module will be too restricted. Likewise as the section 2.1.3.6,
the relative position in the camera frame should be changed to the relative position
in the world frame using coordinate transformation for position feedback control.
After coordinate transformation, the euler angle of UAV or robot with respect to the
inertial frame can be retrieved from the rotation matrix for later use.
In the ARToolKit program, the relative position information x, y and z to the
camera and orientation information yaw angle with respect to the axis from the ceiling
to the oor are merged together as an array buer before transmitted to ARDrone
program by socket-based network communications for position feedback control. The
socket network communication setting in the ARToolKit client part and ARDrone
server part are shown in Figure 2.25 and Figure 2.26 respectively:
Figure 2.25: The socket network communication setting in the ARToolKit client part
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Figure 2.26: The socket network communication setting in the ARDrone server part
The position feedback control method on the ARDrone is the simple
proportional-integral(PI) controller, which computes the four pwm signal values to
the four electronic speed controls(ESCs) corresponding to the four brushless electric
motors on ARDrone based on the relative position and orientation information. A
ight video has been captured and can be seen at [49].
2.3.3.2 Multiple Vehicles' Localization
We can simply extend the simple vehicle localization to the multiple vehicles' local-
ization since ARToolKit supports multiple patterns' tracking. Using more than one
pattern mounted on each UAV or robot, we can associate multiple patterns tracked
with dierent 3D object. We can refer to the default program loadMultiple or create
our own independent program based on it. The main dierence with this program
are:
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1. Loading of a le with declaration of multiple pattern. A specic function called
read ObjData is purposed on object.c le. The loading of the marker is done with
this function as follows:
if((object=read ObjData(model name, &objectnum)) == NULL ) exit(0);
printf("Objectle num = %dnn", objectnum);
The model name dened now is not a pattern denition lename (here with the
value Data/object data2), but a specic multiple pattern denition lename. The
text le object data2 species which marker objects are to be recognized and the
patterns associated with each object. The object data2 le begins with the number
of objects to be specied and then a text data structure for each object. Each of the
markers in the object data2 le are specied by the following structure:
Name
Pattern Recognition File Name
Width of tracking marker
Center of tracking marker







According to the structure, the read ObjData function will do some correspond-
ing operation to access this information above. Note that lines beginning with a #
character are comment lines and are ignored by the le reader.
2. A new structure associated to the patterns that imply a dierent checking code
and transformation call in your program.
In the above function read ObjData object is a pointer to an ObjectData T
structure, a specic structure managing a list of patterns. Since we can detect detect
multiple markers by the arDetectMarker routine, we need to maintain a visibility
state for each object and modify the check step for known patterns. Furthermore,
we need also to maintain specic translation for each detected markers. Each marker
is associated with visibility ag and a new transformation if the marker has been
detected:
object[i].visible = 1;
arGetTransMat(&marker info[k], object[i].marker center, object[i].marker width,
object[i].trans);
3. A redenition of the syntax and the draw function according to the new structure.
In order to draw your object you now need to call the draw function with the
ObjectData T structure in parameter and the number of objects:
draw(object, objectnum);
The draw function remains simple to understand: Traverse the list of object,
if is visible use it position and draw it with the associated shape. One snapshot of
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Multiple UAVs tracking and localization program by ARToolKit multiple patterns is
shown in Figure 2.27:
Figure 2.27: One Snapshot of Multiple UAV localization program with ARToolKit
multiple patterns
We can add more sample pattern structures or our own trained pattern structures
in the object data2 le, mount each of them on each UAV and work with them
as long as these patterns are within the range of overhead camera on the ceiling.
These patterns are useful for the development of indoor multi-agent systems. Another
snapshot of Multiple UAVs tracking and localization program by ARToolKit multiple
patterns is shown in Figure 2.28:
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Onboard Vision Tracking and Localization
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, an onboard vision system is proposed for ARDrone UAV that al-
lows high-speed, low-latency onboard image processing. This onboard vision method
based on the ARToolKit has multiple purposes(localization, pattern recognition, ob-
ject tracking etc). In this case, onboard vision part of the drone is useful for many
potential scenarioes. First, the estimated position information collected from video
stream channel can be used for the drone to hover at some xed points without over-
head camera. Second, as we can choose and train many markers and arrange them
to be an organized map, the drone can estimate its relative position from its onboard
camera and infer its global position within the arranged map. Therefore, a given path
tracking scenario can be extended from the typical position feedback control. Third,
instead of using multiple markers to construct a map on the ground, they can also
be put on the top of each mobile robot in order for UAV and mobile robot combined
formation control scenario [57]. Last, as each drone system can utilize socket com-
munication part to exchange their relative position information from the generated
map, some multiple UAVs'cooperative and coordination scenarioes can be developed
based on the reference changes.
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This chapter is organized as follows: First, ARdrone UAV test-bed with its main
structure is described in detail and its onboard sensors information are also provided
especially its onboard camera. Second, a thread management part on software im-
plementation is introduced. Third, a detailed video procedure from video encoding,
video pipeline to video decoding followed by some image transforms is introduced
where detailed integration with ARToolKit core algorithm is also provided. Fourth,
some onboard vision experiments have been done to show the potential of this imple-
mentation.
3.2 ARdrones Platform
As we mention earlier, ARdrones quad-rotor is our current UAV Test-bed whose
mechanical structure comprises four rotors attached to the four ends of a crossing to
which the battery and the RF hardware are attached. Each pair of opposite rotors
is turning the same way. One pair is turning clockwise and the other anti-clockwise.
The following picture shows the rotor turning.
Figure 3.1: ARDrone Rotor turning
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Figure 3.2: ARDrone movements
Manoeuvers are obtained by changing pitch, roll and yaw angles of the ARDrone.
Figure 3.2 shows the ARDrone movements.
Varying left and right rotors speeds the opposite way yields roll movement. Vary-
ing front and rear rotors speeds the opposite way yields pitch movement. Varying
each rotor pair speed the opposite way yields yaw movement. And this will aect the
heading of the quad-rotor. Figure 3.3 shows the indoor and outdoor picture of the
ARDrone. The Drone's dimension is 52:5  51:5cm with indoor hull and 45  29cm
without hull. Its weight is 380g.
The ARDrone is powered with 4 electric brushless engines with three phases
current controlled by a micro-controller. The ARDrone automatically detects the type
of engines that are plugged and automatically adjusts engine controls. The ARDrone
detects if all the engines are turning or are stopped. In case a rotating propeller
encounters any obstacle, the ARDrone detects if any of the propeller is blocked and
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in such case stops all engines immediately. This protection system prevents repeated
shocks.
Figure 3.3: Indoor and Outdoor picture of the ARDrone
The ARDrone uses a charged 1000mAh, 11.1V LiPo batteries to y.While ying
the battery voltage decreases from full charge (12.5 Volts) to low charge (9 Volts).
The ARDrone monitors battery voltage and converts this voltage into a battery life
percentage(100% if battery is full, 0% if battery is low). When the drone detects a
low battery voltage, it rst sends a warning message to the user, then automatically
lands. If the voltage reaches a critical level, the whole system is shut down to pre-
vent any unexpected behavior. This 3 cell LiPo batteries can support ARDrone y
independently for 12 minutes.
The ARDrone has many motion sensors which are located below the central
hull. It features a 6 DOF, MEMS-based, miniaturized inertial measurement unit
which provides the software with pitch, roll and yaw measurements. The inertial
measurements are used for automatic pitch, roll and yaw stabilization and assisted
tilting control. They are also needed for generating realistic augmented reality eects.
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When data from the IDG-400 2-axis gyro and 3-axis accelerometer is fused to provide
accurate pitch and roll, the yaw is measured by the XB-3500CV high precision gyro.
The pitch and roll precision seems to be better than 0.2 degree and observed yaw
drift is about 12 degree per minute when ying and about 4 degree per minute when
in standby. The yaw drift can be corrected and reduced by several sensors such as
magnetometer, onboard vertical camera etc or by adding yaw drift correction gain
to the ARDrone thus yaw drift can be kept as small as possible. An ultrasound
telemeter provides with altitude measures for automatic altitude stabilization and
assisted vertical speed control. It has eective measurement range of 6m and 40kHz
emission frequency. Figure 3.4 shows the picture and principle of this ultrasound
sensor.
Figure 3.4: Ultrasound sensor
The Drone has two kinds of cameras: Front VGA(640  480) CMOS Camera
with 93 Degree Wide Angle Lens providing 15fps Video and Vertical QCIF(176144)
High Speed CMOS Camera with 64 Degree Diagonal Lens providing 60fps Video. The
conguration of these two cameras with ARDrone is shown in Figure 3.5.
ARDrone has an ARM9 RISC 32bit 468MHz Embedded Computer with Linux
OS, 128MB DDR RAM,Wi b/g and USB Socket. The control board of the ARDrone
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runs the BusyBox based GNU/Linux distribution with the 2.6.27 kernel. Internal
software of the drone not only provides communication, but also takes care of the
drone attitude stabilization, and provides both basic and advanced assisted maneu-
vers. The ARDrone can estimate its speed relative to the ground with the bottom
camera image processed, which is useful for its stablization. The manufacturer pro-
vides a software interface, which allows to communicate with the drone via an ad-hoc
WiFi network. An ad-hoc WiFi will appear after the ARDrone is switched on. An
external computer might connect to the ARDrone using a granted IP address from
the drone DHCP server. The client is granted by the ARDrone DHCP server with
an IP address which is the drone own IP address plus a number between 1 and 4
starting from ARDrone version 1.1.3. The external computer can start to communi-
cate with the drone using the interface provided by the manufacturer. The interface
communicates via three main channels, each with a dierent UDP port. Controlling
and conguring the drone is done by sending ATcommands on UDP port 5556. On
this command channel, a user can request the drone to take-o and land, change
the conguration of controllers, calibrate sensors, set PWM on individual motors etc.
The most used command is setting the required pitch, roll, vertical speed and yaw
rate of the internal controller. The channel receives commands at 30Hz. Figure 3.6
shows some basic manual commands with its corresponding keyboard buttons on a
client application based on Windows.
Information about the drone called navdata are sent by the drone to its client on
UDP port 5554. The navdata channel can provide the drone status and preprocessed
sensory data. The status indicates whether the drone is ying, calibrating its sensors,
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the current type of attitude controller etc. The sensor data contains current yaw,
pitch, roll, altitude, battery state and 3D speed estimates. Both status and sensory
data are updated at 30Hz rate.
Figure 3.5: Conguration of two cameras with ARDrone
Figure 3.6: Some basic manual commands on a client application based on Windows
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A video stream is sent by the ARDrone to the client device on UDP port 5555.
The stream channel provides images from the frontal and/or bottom cameras. Since
the frontal camera image is not provided in actual camera resolution but scaled down
and compressed to reduce its size and speed up its transfer through WiFi, the external
computer can obtain a 320  240 pixel bitmap with 16-bit color depth even though
it is provided by the VGA(640 480) CMOS Camera. The user can choose between
bottom and forward camera or go for picture in picture modes.
For our purpose, we develop our own program based on the Windows client
application example which uses all three above channels to acquire data, allow drone
control and perform image analysis described in later section. Our program is tested
with Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 and it should work on Windows XP and Seven
with minor changes if any. The required libraries need to be downloaded from the
prescribed link in the ARDrone SDK Developer Guide [58] now updated to version
1.8. Following the instructions on the Developer Guide, we can compile and develop
our own program. When we create our own application we should re-use the high
level APIs of the SDK. It is important to understand when it needs customization and
when the high level APIs are sucient. The application is launched by calling the
main function where the application life circle can be started. This function performs
the tasks shown in Figure 3.7. And Figure 3.8 shows the ARDrone application life
cycle. High level APIs customization points especially on Multi-threads and Video
Stream will be described in later section.
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Figure 3.7: Tasks for the function
3.3 Thread Management
3.3.1 Multi-Thread Correspondence
Three dierent threads corresponds to the three main channels in the previous section
3.2. In particular, these three threads provided by the ARDroneTool Library are:
1. AT command management thread to command channel, which collects commands
sent by all the other threads, and send them in an ordered manner with correct
sequence number.
2. A navadata management thread to navdata channel, which automatically receives
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Figure 3.8: ARDrone application life cycle
the navdata stream, decodes it, and provides the client application with ready-to-use
navigation data through a callback function.
3. A video management thread to stream channel, which automatically receives the
video stream and provides the client application with ready-to-use video data through
a callback function.
All those threads take care of connecting to the drone at their creation, and do
so by using the vp com library which takes charge of reconnecting to the drone when
necessary. These threads and the required initialization are created and managed
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by a main function, also provided by the ARDroneTool in the ardrone tool:c le.
We can ll the desired callback functions with some specic codes depending on
some particular requirements. In addition, we can add our thread in the ARDrone
application. Detailed thread customization will be provided in the next section.
3.3.2 New Thread Customization
We can add your own thread and integrate it with the ARDrone application program.
The following procedures are needed to be satised:
A thread table must be declared as follows in vp api thread helper.h le and
other corresponding les:
Figure 3.9: Thread table declaration
We also need to declare MACRO in vp api thread helper.h le to run and stop
threads. START THREAD macro is used to run the thread and JOIN THREAD
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macro is used to stop the thread. START THREAD must be called in cus-
tom implemented method named ardrone tool init custom which was introduced
in Figure 3.8. JOIN THREAD is called in custom implemented method named
ardrone tool shutdown custom which was also introduced in Figure 3.8. The details
are shown in follows:
Figure 3.10: Some MACRO declaration
The default threads are activated by adding in the threads table. The delegate
object handles the default threads.
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3.4 Video Stream Overview
3.4.1 UVLC codec overview
The current ARDrone uses Universal Variable Length Code(UVLC) codec for fast wi
video transfer. Since this codec use YUV 4:2:0(YUV420) colorspace for video frame
compression, the original RGB frame needs to be transformed to YUV420 type. The
frame image is rst split in groups of blocks(GOB), which correspond to 16-line-height
parts of the image shown in below:
Figure 3.11: Frame Image and GOB
And each GOB is split in Macroblocks, which represents a 16 16 image:
Figure 3.12: Macroblocks of each GOB
Each macroblock contains informations of a 16  16 image in Y UV or Y CBCR
with type 4:2:0 shown in the Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: RGB image and Y CBCR channel
The above 16  16 image is nally stored in the memory as 6 blocks of 8  8
values shown in the following picture:
Figure 3.14: Memory storage of 16 16 image in Y CBCR format
where 4 blocks (Y0, Y1, Y2, Y3) to form the 16  16 pixels Y image of the luma
component corresponding to a grayscale version of the original 16  16 RGB image
and 2 blocks of down-sampled chroma component computed from the original 1616
RGB image: CB for blue-dierence component(88 values) and CR for red-dierence
component(8 8 values).
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After the above image frame split and format transform, there are still several
steps for UVLC codec before the nal stream is formulated:
1. Each 8  8 block of the current macroblock described above is transformed by
DCT(discrete cosine transform).
2. Each element of the transformed 88 block is divided by a quantization coecient.
The formulated quantization matrix used in UVLC codec is dened as follows:
QUANT IJ(i; j; q) = (1 + (1 + (i) + (j))  (q)) (3.1)
where i; j are the index of current element in the 8  8 block, and q is a number
between 1 and 30. Usually a low q produces a better image but more bytes are
needed to encode it.
3. The 8 8 block is then zig zag reordered.
4. The 88 block is then encoded using entropy coding which will be described more
detailedly in 3.4.2.
The whole process is shown in Figure 3.15.
3.4.2 Video Stream Encoding
The proprietary format described in the previous section is based on a mix of
RLE(Run-length encoding) and Human coding. The RLE encoding is used to opti-
mize many zero values of the block pixel list. The Human coding is used to optimize
the non-zero values. Figure 3.16 shows the pre-dened dictionary for RLE coding.
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Figure 3.15: Several processes in UVLC codec
Figure 3.16: Pre-dened Dictionary for RLE coding
And the pre-dened dictionary for Human coding is shown in Figure 3.17. Note:
s is the sign value (0 if datum is positive, 1 otherwise).
The main principle to compress the values is to form a list of pairs of encoded
data, which is done on the ARDrone onboard host part. The rst kind of datum
indicates the number of successive zero values from 0 to 63 times shown in Figure
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3.16. The second one corresponds to a non-zero Human-encoded value from 1 to
127 shown in Figure 3.17.
Figure 3.17: Pre-dened Dictionary for Human coding
The process to compress the "ZZ-list" of Figure 3.15 in the output stream could
be done in several steps:
1. Since the rst value of the list is not compressed, the 10-signicant bits of the rst
16-bits datum are directly copied.
2. Initialize the counter of successive zero-values at 0.
3. For each of the remaining 16-bits values of the list:
If the current value is 0:
Increment the zero-counter
Else:
Encode the zero-counter value as below:
Use the pre-dened RLE dictionary in Figure 3.16 to nd the corresponding
range of the value, for example 6 is in the 4:7 range.
Subtract the low value of the range, for example 6 - 4 = 2.
Set this temporary value in binary format, for example 2(10) = 10(2).
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Get the corresponding "coarse" binary value according to the Figure 3.16,
which means 6(10) ! 0001(2).
Merge it with the temporary previously computed value, that is 0001(2) +
10((2))! 000110(2).
Add this value to the output stream
Set the zero-counter to 0
Encode the non-zero value as below:
Separate the value in temporary absolute part a, and the sign part s shown
in Figure 3.17. For example, if data is =  13! a = 13 and s = 1.
Use the pre-dened Human dictionary in Figure 3.17 to nd the corre-
sponding range of a. For example, 13 is in the 8:15 range.
Subtract the low value of the range, for example 13 - 8 = 5.
Set this temporary value in binary format, for example 5(10) = 101(2).
Get the corresponding "coarse" binary value according to the Figure 3.17,
which means 13(10) ! 00001(2).
Merge it with the temporary previously computed value and the sign, that
is 00001((2)) + 101(2) + 1(2) ! 000011011(2).
Add this value to the output stream
Get to the next value of the list
4.End of "For"
Since the nal stream contains a lot of data, we just explain the above encoding
procedure with a simple data list as follows. The data evolves through 2 steps to
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become the nal stream.
Initial data list: -26;-3;0;0;0;0;7;-5;EOB
Step 1: -26;0x"0";-3;4x"0";7;0x"0";-5;0x"0";EOB
Step 2 (binary form): 1111111111100110;1;00111;000100;0001110;1;0001011;1;01
Final stream: 1111100110100111000100000111010001011101
The rst 10 bits of complemental code for the rst value of the data list is copied
to the nal stream. And each non-zero value is separated by the zero-counter.
3.4.3 Video Pipeline Procedure
The ARDrone SDK includes methods to manage the incoming video stream from
WiFi network. The whole process is managed by a video pipeline, built as a sequence
of stages which perform basic steps, such as receiving the video data from a socket,
decoding the frames, YUV to RGB frame format transform and frame rendering,
which will be introduced in the later section. Each step contains some stages that
you can sequentially connect: message handle stage, open stage, transform stage and
close stage. The life cycle of a pipeline must realize a minimum sequence.
The codes in Figure 3.18 show the pipeline building steps with stages which is
called in the video management thread video stage.
In this way, the video retrieval step is dened in which a socket is opened and the
video stream is retrieved, where video com funcs is represented by several stages such
as video com stage handle msg, video com stage open, video com stage transform
and video com stage close. And the codes in Figure 3.19 show the processing of
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pipeline which is also called in the video management thread video stage.
Figure 3.18: The video retrieval step
In this loop, each call of vp api open will perform the open stage function of
each basic step and vp api add pipeline to add this step into the pipeline for further
vp api run processing. Vp api run will rst handle messages from each basic step and
then perform vp api iteration function to execute transform stage of each basic step.
And mutex is used in the vp api iteration function to prevent the current stage data
from being accessed by other threads. At last, vp api close will remove each basic
step from the pipeline and free some useless resources.
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Figure 3.19: The processing of pipeline called in the video management thread
video stage
3.4.4 Decoding the Video Stream
The decoding process of the video stream is the inverse process of the previous en-
coding part which is done on the ARDrone PC client part. The detailed process to
retrieve the "ZZ" list in Figure 3.15 from the incoming compressed binary data is
described as follows:
1.Since the rst value of incoming list is not compressed, the 10-signicant bits of the
rst 16-bits datum are directly copied and added to the output list. And this step is
the same as the one in 3.4.2.
2.While there remains compressed data till the "EOB" code:
Reading the zero-counter value as below:
Read the coarse pattern part bit by bit in Figure 3.16, till there is 1 value.
On the corresponding row in Figure 3.16, get the number of additional bits
to read. For example, 000001(2) ! xxxx! 4 more bits to read.
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If there is no 0 before 1 corresponding to the rst case in the RLE dictionary:
resulting value(zero-counter) is equal to 0.
Else: resulting value(zero-counter) is equal to the direct decimal conversion
of the merged binary values. For example, if xxxx = 1101(2) ! 000001(2)+1101(2) =
0000011101(2) = 29(10).
Add "0" to the output list, as many times indicated by the zero-counter.
Reading the non-zero value as below:
Read the coarse pattern part bit by bit in Figure 3.17, till there is 1 value.
On the corresponding row in Figure 3.17, get the number of additional bits
to read. For example, 0001(2) ! xxs! 2 more bits to read, then the sign bit.
If there is no 0 before 1(coarse pattern part equal to 1 in the rst case of
the Human table): ! Temporary value is equal to 1.
Else if the coarse pattern part = 01(2)(second case of the Human table):
! Temporary value is equal to End Of Bloc code(EOB).
Else ! Temporary value is equal to the direct decimal conversion of the
merged binary values. For example, if xx = 11! 0001(2) + 11(2) = 000111(2) = 7(10).
Read the next bit to get the sign s.
If s = 0 :! Resulting non-zero value = Temporary value 1 from previous
description.
Else s = 1 :! Resulting non-zero value = -1.
Add the resulting non-zero value to the output list.
3.End of "While".
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We just explain the above decoding procedure with a simple data list as follows.
The data evolves through several steps to become the nal stream.
Initial bit-data stream: 11110001110111000110001010010100001010001101
Step 1(rst 10 bits split): f1111000111g;f0111000110001010010100001010001101g
Step 2(16-bits conversion of direct copy value):
1111111111000111; 0111000110001010010100001010001101
Step 3, the remaining data (direct copy value is converted from complemental code
to the decimal value):
f"-57"g; f011100011000101001010001100110101g
Step 4, rst couple of values:
f"-57"g; [01; 11]; f00011000101001010001100110101g
f"-57"g; ["0"; "-1"]; f00011000101001010001100110101g
Step 5, second couple of values:
f"-57"; "0"; "-1"; [000110; 00101]; f001010001100110101g
f"-57"; "0"; "-1"; ["000000"; "-2"]; f001010001100110101g
Step 6, third couple of values:
f"-57"; "0"; "-1"; "000000"; "-2"; [0010; 10]; f001100110101g
f"-57"; "0"; "-1"; "000000"; "-2"; ["00"; "+1"]; f001100110101g
Step 7, fourth couple of values:
f"-57"; "0"; "-1"; "000000"; "-2"; "+1"; [0011; 00110]; f101g
f"-57"; "0"; "-1"; "000000"; "-2"; "00";"+1"; ["000"; "+3"]; f101g
Step 8, last couple of values:
f"-57"; "0"; "-1"; "000000"; "-2"; "00";"+1"; "000"; "+3"; [1; 01]
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f"-57"; "0"; "-1"; "000000"; "-2"; "00";"+1"; "000"; "+3"; [""; "EOB"]
Final data list:
f"-57"; "0"; "-1"; "0"; "0"; "0"; "0"; "0"; "0"; "-2"; "0"; "0"; "+1"; "0"; "0"; "0";
"+3"; "EOB"g
And the following codes show the decoding step which also is called in the video
management thread video stage.
pipeline.nb stages++;
stages[pipeline.nb stages].type = VP API FILTER DECODER;
stages[pipeline.nb stages].cfg = (void*)&vec;
stages[pipeline.nb stages].funcs = vlib decoding funcs;
where vlib decoding funcs is represented by several stages such as
vlib stage handle msg, vlib stage decoding open, vlib stage decoding transform and
vlib stage decoding close.
3.4.5 YUV to RGB Frame Format Transform
Since the translated data list is in the format YUV420 type mentioned in section
3.4.1, it needs to be transformed to the RGB format for further processing. As we
mention in section 3.4.3, a basic step is provided in video pipeline for this operation
shown in the following codes:
pipeline.nb stages++;
stages[pipeline.nb stages].type = VP API FILTER YUV2RGB;
stages[pipeline.nb stages].cfg = (void*)&yuv2rgbconf;
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stages[pipeline.nb stages].funcs = vp stages yuv2rgb funcs;
where vp stages yuv2rgb funcs is represented by several
stages such as vp stages yuv2rgb stage handle msg, vp stages yuv2rgb stage open,
vp stages yuv2rgb stage transform and vp stages yuv2rgb stage close. The program
support three dierent kinds of transformation from YUV420 to RGB: YUV420P to
RGB565, YUV420P to RGB24 and YUV420P to ARGB32 depending on the format
transformation conguration.
3.4.6 Video Frame Rendering
After incoming video data is transformed to the RGB format, another basic step is
also provided in video pipeline mainly for rendering the video frame, which is shown
in the following codes:
pipeline.nb stages++;
stages[pipeline.nb stages].type = VP API OUTPUT SDL;
stages[pipeline.nb stages].cfg = (void*)&vec;
stages[pipeline.nb stages].funcs = vp stages output rendering device funcs;
where vp stages output rendering device funcs is represented by several stages such
as output rendering device stage handle msg, output rendering device stage open,
output rendering device stage transform, and output rendering device stage close.
And the output rendering device stage transform is the main video rendering func-
tion called for each received frame from the drone. The codes in Figure 3.20 show
the rendering procedures in the output rendering device stage transform function,
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Figure 3.20: The rendering procedures in the output rendering device stage
transform function
where pixbuf data will get a reference to the last incoming decoded picture,
D3DChangeTextureSize is a Direct SDK function sending the actual video resolu-
tion to the rendering module and D3DChangeTexture is another Direct SDK func-
tion sending video frame picture to the rendering module. And the rendering mod-
ule is represented by another independent thread called directx renderer thread
other than three main threads mentioned in the section 3.3 dened in the le di-
rectx rendering.cpp and directx rendering.h. This thread is mainly to render the
incoming video scene of ARDrones using standard Direct3D method, which also fol-
lows the procedures of registering the thread mentioned in 3.3.2. A window's message
handler is also included in the thread to formulate a message loop to process mes-
sages. The important part in the thread is the format transformation in the Direct3D
function D3DChangeTexture from the RGB format mentioned earlier to the BGRA
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format which is needed for Direct3D rendering. Some related codes are shown in
Figure 3.21,
Figure 3.21: The format transformation in the Direct3D function D3DChangeTexture
where videoFrame is the nal image header for Direct3D rendering. The fourth
channel known as Alpha channel is not used in our rendering part and set to 255,
which means the video frame is completely opaque.
3.4.7 Whole Structure for Video Stream Transfer
From the above description for the video stream in the ARDrones, we have the fol-
lowing Figure 3.22 of whole structure for video stream transfer in ARDrones, where
host indicates the ARDrone Onboard and client indicates the computer or laptop. In
order to start receiving the video stream, a client needs to send a UDP packet on the
ARDrone video port 5555 mentioned in the previous section. The ARDrone will stop
sending any data if it cannot detect any network activity from its client.
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Figure 3.22: Whole Structure for Video Stream Transfer in ARDrones
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3.5 Onboard Vision Localization of ARDrones us-
ing ARToolKit
3.5.1 Related work and design considerations
Many universities have done their research on UAV or MAV using onboard vision
method. Lorenz Meier [59], [60] et al have combined their IMU and vision data to
control their PIXHAWK successfully. ARToolKitPlus [54] has been used for their
main approach on vision-based localization executed with up to four cameras in par-
allel on a miniature rotary wing platform. Also their trajectory of MAV using AR-
ToolKit localization has been compared with the trajectory of MAV using Vicon [61]
localization to show the performance. Although ARToolKitPlus [62] is an improved
version of ARToolKit, it is developed specically for mobile devices such as Smart
phones, PDA etc, which is dierent from our Windows based ARDrone platform.
Tomas Krajnik [57] et al have used ARDrones and distinct colored pattern not only
for position control such as hovering on a object, but also for formation control with
one robot leader and two robot followers. But their designed marker is a little bit
larger which occupied the most part of vertical camera range mentioned in section
3.2 and their tracking and localization method based the marker may be aected
by other similar colored things appeared in the vertical camera range. Hashimoto
[63] have also developed a ARToolKit based localization method for ARDrones, but
their research interest seems lying on changing the augmented gure on the ducial
markers and their software platform is based on Processing [61], which is based on
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Java for people to create images, animations and interactions. Moreover, the mem-
ory and computational limits of the ARDrones control board need to be considered
when developing an application based on object tracking and localization. In the
above considerations and requirements, ARToolKit is chosen as our main approach
for Onboard Vision Localization of ARDrones.
3.5.2 Single marker tracking and onboard vision localization
of ARDrone with ARToolKit
Since the ARToolKit contains three main sub-modules mentioned in the A.1 especially
in Figure A.10 and Figure A.11 and each module can be replaced by other dierent
modules as long as each module input format is satised, we can replace the video
module with our ARDrone incoming video module, gsub module with OpenCV video
frame rendering module and add AR module between these two modules. There-
fore, ARDrone video stream pipeline and OpenCV rendering module are connected
with the ARToolKit pipeline which identies the rectangle ducial marker and cal-
culates the relative position and orientation of the marker relative to the vertical
camera mounted on ARDrone. Figure 3.23 shows the connection of ARDrone incom-
ing video stream pipeline and OpenCV rendering module with ARToolKit pipeline.
For OpenCV rendering module, please refer to A.2. And the host part is the same as
the corresponding part in Figure 3.22.
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Figure 3.23: The connection of ARDrone incoming video stream pipeline and OpenCV
rendering module with ARToolKit pipeline
Since ARToolKit default camera parameter le camera para.dat is suitable for
most cameras, we can use it directly or follow the steps in camera calibration of A.1.3
to generate a calibration le that is loaded at the beginning phase of tracking mod-
ule. Similar to the A.1.3 and A.1.4, we can use the default pattern patt.hiro or other
trained new patterns for tracking. However, the pattern is put on the oor or on top
of robots while ARDrone ying on top of it. The camera and marker relationships
are the similar as those shown in Figure A.5 but at this time the camera is mounted
on the ARDrone instead of ceiling. The calculated relative position in the camera
frame should be changed to the relative position in the marker frame for ARDrone
position feedback control such as hovering on a marker by using corresponding coor-
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dinate transformation. Figure 3.24 shows the picture of single marker tracking and
localization information of ARDrone with ARToolKit using only one onboard vertical
camera,
Figure 3.24: Single marker tracking and localization information of ARDrone with
ARToolKit
where the left-top of the input image contains the relative position information in the
ARDrone vertical camera frame which is updated in a video frequency of about 60fps
and labeled marker id on top of marker. And marker id with its relative position
information was also updated and shown in the left console window.
3.5.3 Multiple markers tracking and onboard vision localiza-
tion of ARDrones with ARToolKit
Following the step of 2.3.3.2, we can also extend our single marker tracking and
onboard vision localization of ARDrones to multiple markers tracking and onboard
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vision localization of ARDrones since ARToolKit supports multiple patterns' tracking.
However, at this time more than one pattern are put on the oor or on top of each
robot when ARDrone ies on top of each pattern added in the le object data2 in
2.3.3.2 therefore each marker in the range of vertical camera is tracked by the tracking
module now in ARDrones and associated with visibility ag object[i].visible and a
unique transformation matrix object[i].trans if the marker has been detected. The
draw function in previous 2.3.3.2 is now replaced by OpenCV Video Frame Rendering
module in Figure 3.23. The snapshot of Multiple markers tracking and onboard vision
localization information of ARDrones with ARToolKit is shown in Figure 3.25,
Figure 3.25: The snapshot of Multiple markers tracking and onboard vision localiza-
tion information of ARDrones with ARToolKit
where each marker within the range of vertical camera is identied and its relative
position is calculated and updated in every loop time and input image contains labeled
marker ids on top of each marker. ARDrone can choose to use any detected marker
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as a reference for position feedback control. Likewise, their relative position in the
camera frame should be changed to the relative position in the marker frame for
the feedback control part by using corresponding coordinate transformation to each
detected marker's relative position information.
Figure 3.26: Another snapshot of Multiple markers tracking and onboard vision lo-
calization information of ARDrones with ARToolKit
If we want to use more patterns, we can follow the same steps in 2.3.3.2 to make
the object data2 or our chosen le access these trained patterns as long as these
patterns appears within the range of ARDrone vertical camera. Another snapshot of
Multiple markers tracking and onboard vision localization information of ARDrones
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with ARToolKit is shown in Figure 3.26:
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Chapter 4
Conclusions and Future Work
4.1 Conclusions
The aim of this research is to explore the potentials of indoor vision localization on
multiple UAVs and mobile robots. Specially, the comprehensive algorithm and im-
plementation of indoor vision localization has been presented in this thesis, including
vision-based localization with both overhead camera and onboard vision localiza-
tion. With this kind of HSV color space localization algorithm, UAV and mobile
robots are tested to verify its feasibility. This indoor localization method has been
tested on an indoor multi-robot task-based formation control scenario and we have
achieved about 1 cm measurement error from the groundtruth position. To further
integrate the vision-based localization into some multi-agent scenarios testing, an-
other extended multiple vehicles' localization scheme is proposed and implemented
based on the ARToolKit SDK. In order for some interesting cyber-physical scenarioes
such as heterogeneous formation control of UAVs and mobile robots etc, a distinct
idea is proposed and implemented to integrate ARToolKit with the ARDrone UAV
Windows program to further explore its potential in onboard vision localization area,
in which multiple markers can be tracked simultaneously by this mobile localization
system in a updated video frequency of about 60fps. The preliminary experiments of
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indoor vision localization with UAV and mobile robots are made and related videos
[49] and pictures have been captured to verify the proposed algorithm. Detailed im-
plementation and techniques are given in the onboard vision localization part and
corresponding videos and pictures have also been captured to verify this idea.
4.2 Future work
Vision based localization has been used in many research areas and it is not possible
to address all the issues within the time span of this master thesis. Therefore the
following parts are considered as future work to be done later:
1. Test the formation control of more UAVs and Mobile Robots using ARToolKit
As we mentioned earlier ARToolKit is introduced as the extension feature for indoor
localization and tracking, we can print and put many trained markers on top of each
vehicle(UAV or Mobile Robot). Since markers will be tracked and localized by the
overhead camera, each vehicle's relative position information can be calculated and
retrieved to an independent computer which monitors a swarm of vehicles in the range
of overhead camera. This computer can transmit these information to each vehicle
by Xbee communication modules or Network communications. Even the ARDrone
quad-rotor can also be chosen as a monitor part which can collect position information
of each mobile robot with ARToolKit from onboard vertical camera of ARDrone.
2. Indoor Vision Localization using Multiple Cameras In the previous chapters, mono
external camera is used to track and localize the vehicles. But the information from
this camera may be less accurate and robust than the information provided by multi-
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ple cameras. Indoor UAV tracking and localization using Multiple Camera setup has
been developed by some groups such as [29] who also used two CCD cameras, four
colored balls, epipolar geometry and extended Kalman lter for UAV tracking and
control. But their vision localization method based on colored features will become
constrained as more vehicles are introduced. Therefore, ARToolKit can also be chosen
and integrated into the multiple camera setup as long as the camera range overlap
area is large enough for at least one camera to track the patterns mounted on UAVs
or Mobile Robots and each UAV or Mobile Robot will not collide with others in this
overlap area. The relative position and orientation of UAV in each camera frame need
to be fused together to formulate a main coordinate reference. Several cameras need
to be mounted on the ceiling with large camera range overlap areas. The tracking
principle of this localization system will be similar to that of Vicon system [12].
3. Vision based navigation and localization using vanishing point Several dierent
indoor environments such as corridors or hall areas are interesting places for dierent
scenarios. Cooper Bills [64]et al have used vanishing points to estimate the 3D struc-
ture from a single image therefore guide the UAV toward the correct direction. A live
video [65] has also demonstrated and veried the eciency of vanishing point method
used on a iRobot Create [66]. In addition, this method can be extended for Multiple
UAVs formation or Multiple robot formation in which one leader use vanishing points
to navigate in the corridor-like environments where two followers accompanies with
it. Although this scenario is interesting, this method is highly dependent on the test
environments and may not be suitable for UAV navigation within more sophisticated
areas. We may try to implement this kind of method and perform some experiments
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in the similar environments.
4. Active Vision Tracking and Localization using natural features Active vision [67]
can be thought of as a more task driven approach than passive vision, where an ac-
tive sensor is able to select the available information only that is directly relevant
to a solution. Since the presentation of a real-time monocular vision-based SLAM
implementation by Davison [68], SLAM has become a viable tool in a navigation
solution for UAVs. The successful use of visual SLAM algorithm of Klein et al. [39]
for controlling the MAV is presented by Michael Blosch et al. [36] who rst designed
a vision-based MAV controller used in an unknown environment without any prior
knowledge of the environment. They have demonstrated that their platform can nav-
igate through an unexplored region without external assistance. Michal Jama et al.
[69] have used another modied parallel tracking and multiple mapping(PTAMM) al-
gorithm [70] based on the vision-based SLAM to provide the position measurements
necessary for the navigation solution on a VTOL UAV while simultaneously building
the map. They have shown that large maps are constructed in real time while the
UAV ies under position control with the only position measurements for the navi-
gation solution coming from the PTAMM. However, these methods have only been
tested on ascending technologies quadrotors [6] or man-made quad-rotors which are
usually more expensive and further development based on these UAVs are quite time-
consuming. Therefore we can integrate these methods into our ARDrone UAV and
perform some navigation and exploration using only one UAV. Furthermore, robots
and UAV can combine together as a team to search indoor unknown regions where
SLAM or PTAMM is implemented in one robot, one UAV hovering on top of it and
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several robots as the followers of the robot leader.
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Appendix A
A.1 ARToolKit Installation and Setup
A.1.1 Building the ARToolKit
ARToolKit is a collection of software libraries, designed to be linked into application
programs. For this reason, ARToolKit is distributed as sourcecode, and you must
compile it on your specic operating system and platform. You will need a devel-
opment environment for your operating system. Although ARToolKit oers similar
functions across multiple platforms, dierent operating system and platform will give
you dierent kinds of procedures for building ARToolKit.
Some basic requirements must be satised for your machine, operating system
and platform. Your hardware must be able to acquire a video stream, and have
spare CPU to handle the tasks of video processing and display. On the other hand,
some basic software dependencies are important to avoid compiler and linker errors
including cross-platform (e.g. OpenGL, GLUT) and other possible specic video
library for your machine(DirectShow, V4L, QuickTime). Since our applications are
based on Windows, the software prerequisites are outlined below in the Table A.1.
For the software dependencies on other operating systems, readers can go to the
ARToolKit ocial website [50] for reference.
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Microsoft Visual Studio 6 and Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003
are supported, but it is also possible to build the toolkit using free
development environments (e.g. Cygwin, http://www.cygwin.com/)
DSVideoLib-
0.0.8b-win32
On Windows, DSVideoLib is used to handle communication with the
camera driver. DSVideoLib-0.0.8b or later is required for ARToolKit
2.71. A source + binary package of DSVideoLib is included on the
ARToolKit downloads page on sourceforge.
GLUT Verify that GLUT runtime and SDK is installed. If not, you can
download a binary package containing GLUT for Windows from
http://www.xmission.com/ nate/glut.html. Verify that you have
the GLUT runtime glut32.dll installed in your system directory:
c:nwindowsnsystem32. Verify that GLUT SDK (Includenglnglut.h
and Libnglut32.lib)is installed in your Visual C++ installation:
DirectX
Runtime
Verify that DirectX runtime is installed: with Windows XP it is




Plug your camera or video input into your PC and install any nec-
essary drivers. Verify that your camera has a VFW or WDM driver.
OpenVRML-
0.14.3-win32
A source + binary package of OpenVRML is included on the AR-
ToolKit downloads page on sourceforge.
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After hardware and software prerequisites are nished, we need to follow several
steps to build ARToolKit:
1. Unpack the ARToolKit zip to a convenient location. This location will be referred
to below as fARToolKitg.
2. Unpack the DSVideoLib zip into fARToolKitg. Make sure that the directory is
named "DSVL".
3. Copy the les DSVL.dll and DSVLd.dll from ARToolKit=DSV L=bin into
ARToolKit=bin.
4. Install the GLUT DLL into the Windows System32 folder, and the library and
headers into the VS platform SDK folders.
5. Run the script ARToolKit=Configure:win32:bat to create include=AR=config:h.
6. Open the ARToolKit.sln le(VS2008 or VS.NET) or ARToolKit.dsw le(VS6).
7. Build the toolkit.
The VRML rendering library and example (libARvrml&simpleV RML) are optional
builds:
8. Unpack the OpenVRML zip into fARToolKitg.
9. Copy js32.dll from fARToolKitg=OpenV RML=bin into fARToolKitg=bin.
10. Enable the libARvrml and simpleVRML projects in the VS conguration manager
and build.
When we use the ARToolKit some markers need to be available: some default
markers use with the sample applications are presented on the patterns directory. In
our experiment, we open it with pdf reader and print all of them. To make the markers
rigid, we glue them to a cardboard and mounted on the objects we want to track.
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Instead of using the ARToolKit as a huge project le, we created an independent
small project le and lled this le with necessary C++ code. Then we followed
the above procedures, included the possible software prerequisites into the project
to make sure the Visual Studio 2008 access the software dependencies and built the
project successfully.
A.1.2 Running the ARToolKit
After all the preparations and compilation are nished above, we can run our own
program or sample program simpleTest or simple in the bin directory according your
ARToolKit version to show the capabilities of ARToolKit. When our program or
sample program is run on a Windows PC, a dos console window will open and a
dialog will open when the camera is detected which is shown in Figure A.1.
Figure A.2 shows a screen snapshot of the program running. As the real marker
is moved the virtual object should move with it and appear exactly aligned with the
marker.
A.1.3 Development Principle and Conguration
1. Camera Calibration
Since ARToolKit used its own calibration method for its own applications, it is neces-
sary to calibrate our camera before running our localization program. In the current
ARToolKit software, default camera properties are contained in the camera parameter
le camera para:dat, that is read in each time when an application is started. The
parameters should be sucient for a wide range of dierent cameras. However using
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Figure A.1: Windows Camera Conguration
Figure A.2: Screen Snapshot of the Program Running
a relatively simple camera calibration technique it is possible to generate a separate
parameter le for the specic cameras that are being used. ARToolKit provides two
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calibration approaches: Two Step Calibration Approach and One Step Calibration
Approach. Although the Two Step Calibration Approach usually results in better
accuracy, it contains a lot of procedures and requirements when doing calibration,
which is dicult to use. Therefore we choose the One Step Calibration Approach
which is easy to use, giving accuracy good enough for our application.
At rst, we need to print out the calib dist:pdf image of a pattern of 6 4 dots
spaced equally apart located in the project le. Figure A.3 shows the pattern picture.
After we run the calib camera2 program in 640  480 frame format from the
command prompt, we will obtain this output in our terminal shown in Figure A.4:
After camera calibration steps above are nished, a perspective projection matrix
and image distortion parameters of the camera are saved in a calibration le that is
loaded later on during the start-up phase of the tracking system.
Figure A.3: The pattern of 6 x 4 dots spaced equally apart
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Figure A.4: The calib camera2 program output in our terminal
2. Development Principles and Framework
The basic workow of ARToolKit at run-time is outlined as follows: A camera
equipped PC or laptop reads a video stream which is rendered as a video background
to generate a see-through eect on the display. The camera image is forwarded to the
tracking part which applies an edge detection operation as a rst step. ARToolKit
performs a very simple edge detection by thresholding the complete image with a
constant value, followed by a search for quadrangles. Resulting areas being either too
large or too small are immediately rejected. Next the interior areas of the remain-
ing quadrangles are normalized using a perspective transformation. The resulting
sub-images are then checked against the set of known patterns.
When a pattern is detected, ARToolKit uses the marker's edges for a rst, coarse
pose detection. In the next step the rotation part of the estimated pose is rened
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iteratively using matrix tting. The resulting pose matrix denes a transformation
from the camera plane to a local coordinate system in the centre of the marker.
Camera and Marker Relationships are shown in Figure A.5:
Figure A.5: ARToolKit Coordinate Systems (Camera and Marker)
ARToolKit will give the position of the marker in the camera coordinate sys-
tem and use OpenGL matrix system for the position of the virtual object. Since the
marker coordinate system has the same orientation of the OpenGL coordinate system,
any transformation applied to the object associated with the marker needs to respect
OpenGL transformation principles. Therefore the application program can use per-
spective matrices for rendering 3D objects accurately on top of the ducial marker.
Finally, the image of detected patterns with the virtual objects can be displayed on
the screen.
In our application program, the main code should include the following steps in
Table A.2:
Steps 2 through 5 are repeated continuously until the application quits, while
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steps 1 and 6 are just performed on initialization and shutdown of the application
respectively. In addition, the application may need to respond to mouse, keyboard
or other application specic events.
Table A.2: Main steps in the application main code
Initialization 1. Initialize the video capture and read in the
marker pattern les and camera parameters.
Main Loop 2. Grab a video input frame.
3. Detect the markers and recognized patterns in
the video input frame.
4. Calculate the camera transformation relative
to the detected patterns.
5. Draw the virtual objects on the detected
patterns.
Shutdown 6. Close the video capture down.
The functions which correspond to the six application steps previously described
are shown in the Table A.3. The functions corresponding to steps 2 through 5 are
called within the mainLoop function.
The init initialization routine contains code for starting the video capture, read-
ing in the marker and camera parameters, and setup of the graphics window. This
corresponds to step 1 in Table A.3. The camera parameters are read in with the
default camera parameter le name Data=camera para:dat and pattern denition
are read with the default pattern le Data=patt:hiro. We can also use the generated
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Table A.3: Function calls and code that corresponds to the ARToolKit applications
steps
ARToolKit Step Functions
1. Initialize the application init
2. Grab a video input frame arVideoGetImage(called in mainLoop)
3. Detect the markers arDetectMarker(called in mainLoop)
4. Calculate camera transformation arGetTransMat(called in mainLoop)
5. Draw the virtual objects draw(called in mainLoop)
6. Close the video capture down cleanup
calibration le described in the previous camera calibration section and other sample
pattern les in the corresponding folder.
In the mainLoop, a video frame is captured rst using the function arVideoGe-
tImage. Then the function arDetectMarker is used to search the video image for
squares that have the correct marker patterns.
arDetectMarker(dataPtr, thresh, &marker info, &marker num);
dataPtr is a pointer to the color image which is to be searched for square mark-
ers. The pixel format depend of your architecture. thresh species the thresh-
old value(between 0-255). The number of markers found is stored in the variable
marker num, while marker info in the ar.h le is a pointer to a list of marker struc-
tures containing the coordinate information and recognition condence values and
object id numbers for each of the markers. In the marker info structure, there are
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seven parameters: area, id, dir, cf, pos[2], line[4][3] and vertex[4][2] which are ex-
plained in Table A.4.
Table A.4: Parameters in the marker info structure
area number of pixels in the labeled region
id marker identied number
dir Direction that tells about the rotation about the marker (possible
values are 0, 1, 2 or 3). This parameter makes it possible to tell
about the line order of the detected marker (so which line is the rst
one) and so nd the rst vertex. This is important to compute the
transformation matrix in arGetTransMat().
cf condence value (probability to be a marker)
pos center of marker (in ideal screen coordinates)
line line equations for four side of the marker(in ideal screen coordinates)
lines are represented by 3 values a,b,c for ax+by+c=0
vertex edge points of the marker (in ideal screen coordinates)
After marker detection procedure, all the condence values of the detected mark-
ers are compared to associate the correct marker id number with the highest con-
dence value. The transformation between the marker cards and camera can then be
found by using the arGetTransMat function.
arGetTransMat(&marker info[k], patt center, patt width, patt trans);
The real camera position and orientation relative to the ith marker object are
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contained in the 3 4 matrix patt trans. With arGetTransMat, only the information
from the current image frame is used to compute the position of the marker. When
using the history function such as arGetTransMatCont which uses information from
the previous image frame to reduce the jittering of the marker, the result will be
less accurate because the history information increases performance at the expense
of accuracy. Finally, the virtual objects can be drawn on the card using the draw
function. If no pattern are found, we can directly follow a simple optimization step
and return without a call to draw function. The draw functions is divided in initialize
rendering, matrix setup, render object. A 3D rendering can be initialized by asking
ARToolKit to do rendering of 3D object and setup minimal OpenGL state in Figure
A.6:
Figure A.6: 3D rendering initialization
The computed transformation (34 matrix) needs to be converted to an OpenGL
format (an array of 16 values) by using the function argConvGlpara. These sixteen
values are the position and orientation values of the real camera, so using them to set
the position of the virtual camera causes any graphical objects to be drawn to appear
exactly aligned with the corresponding physical marker.
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argConvGlpara(patt trans, gl para);
glMatrixMode(GL MODELVIEW);
glLoadMatrixd(gl para);
The virtual camera position is set using the OpenGL function glLoadMa-
trixd(gl para). The last part of the code is the rendering of 3D object in Figure
A.7, in this example a cube with a blue color under a white color light:
Figure A.7: The rendering of 3D object
The shape of 3D object can be changed by replacing glutSolidCube with other
OpenGL functions. And we need to reset some OpenGL variables to default to nish:
glDisable(GL LIGHTING);
glDisable(GL DEPTH TEST);
The steps mentioned above occur every time through the main rendering loop.
The cleanup function is called to stop the video processing and close down the video





This is accomplished by using the above arVideoCapStop, arVideoClose and
argCleanup routines.
When developing an AR program, we need to call predened functions in a spe-
cic order. However, we can also use dierent parts of the ARToolKit separately.
ARToolKit supports multiple platforms, while attempting to minimize library depen-
dencies without sacricing eciency. Figure A.8 summarises the relationship between
our application, ARToolKit and dependent libraries.
Figure A.8: ARToolKit Architecture
ARToolKit library consists of three main modules:
AR module: core module with marker tracking routines, calibration and param-
eter collection.
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Video module: collection of video routines for capturing the video input frames.
This is a wrapper around the standard platform SDK video capture routines.
Gsub module: a collection of graphic routines based on the OpenGL and GLUT
libraries.
Figure A.9 shows the hierarchical structure of ARToolKit and relation with de-
pendencies libraries.
Figure A.9: Hierarchical structure of ARToolKit
The modules respect a global pipeline metaphor (video!tracking!display), so
we can directly replace any module with another (like gsub with Open Inventor ren-
derer or OpenCV renderer or DirectX renderer). Figure A.10 shows the main AR-
ToolKit pipeline.
ARToolKit uses dierent image formats between dierent modules. Figure A.11
shows all the dierent formats supported. Some formats are only available on certain
platforms or with certain hardware.
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Figure A.10: Main ARToolKit pipeline
Figure A.11: ARToolKit data ow
A.1.4 New Pattern Training
In the previous section, we use template matching to recognize the Hiro pattern
inside the marker squares. Squares in the video input stream are matched against
pre-trained patterns. These patterns are loaded at run time, for example the default
patt.hiro was used in the previous section. We can use dierent kinds of sample
patterns located in the Data folder. ARToolKit has already provided four trained
patterns shown in Figure A.12.
These trained patterns have already satised the requirement of multiple vehicles'
localization when the trained patterns are put on top of each UAV or robot. When
we want to localize more than four moving objects, new patterns need to be trained
to generate a loaded le for later use. The training program called mk patt is located
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in the bin directory. The source code for mk patt is in the mk patt.c le in the util
directory.
Figure A.12: Four trained patterns in ARToolKit
We can print out the le blankPatt.gif found in the patterns directory to create
a new template pattern. This is just a black square with an empty white square in
the middle. After that, we create a black and white or color image of desired pattern
that ts in the middle of this square and print it out. The best patterns are those
that are asymmetric and do not have ne detail on them. Other alternative ways are
to download and print out some ready markers from online website [71], [72] or go to
the website [73] and follow their instructions.
Once the new pattern has been made, we need to run the mk patt program (in
console mode only). We can use the default camera parameter le camera para.dat
or saved calibration le in camera calibration step of A.1.3. The program will open
up a video window as shown in Figure A.13.
Place the pattern to be trained on a at board in similar lighting conditions when
the recognition application will be running. Then we hold the video camera above
the pattern, pointing directly down at the pattern, and turn it until a red and green
square appears around the pattern(Figure A.13). This indicates that the mk patt
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program has found the square around the test pattern. We need to rotate the camera
or the new pattern until the red corner of the highlighted square is the top left hand
corner of the square in the video image shown in Figure A.14.
Once the square has been found and oriented correctly hit the left mouse button.
After that we will be prompted for a pattern lename, for example patt.yourpatt.
Once a lename has been entered a bitmap image of the pattern is created and
copied into this le. This is then used for the ARToolKit pattern matching. The new
pattern les need to be copied to the Data folder for later pattern matching. In order
to use our own trained pattern, we need to replace the default loaded lename in the
pattern matching program described in the previous section:
char *patt name = "Data/patt.hiro";
with our trained pattern lename
char *patt name = "Data/patt.yourpatt";
Figure A.13: mk patt video window
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Then we can recompile our pattern matching program and use this new trained
pattern! Other new patterns can be trained simply by pointing the camera at new
patterns and repeating the above process. By clicking right mouse button we can
quit the training program.
Figure A.14: mk patt conrmation video window
A.2 Video Stream Processing using OpenCV
Thread
As we mention earlier in the 3.4.6, a DirectX thread called directx renderer thread
is used in the whole structure of ARDrones video stream transfer for incoming video
frame rendering. In this section, another OpenCV thread will be introduced to replace
the DirectX thread for video rendering and further image processing procedures.
We follow the step in 3.3.2 and add corresponding codes to dene a new thread
called opencv thread. Meanwhile, previous DirectX thread is removed from the
thread table. Some related modications upon thread management part is shown
as follows:
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C RESULT ardrone tool init custom(int argc, char **argv)
f
. . .
//START THREAD( directx renderer thread, NULL);




THREAD TABLE ENTRY(opencv thread, 20)
//THREAD TABLE ENTRY(directx renderer thread, 20)
END THREAD TABLE











stages[pipeline.nb stages].type = VP API OUTPUT SDL;
stages[pipeline.nb stages].cfg = (void*)&vec;
stages[pipeline.nb stages].funcs = g video funcs;
where g video funcs is represented by several stages such as video handle msg,
video open, video transform and video close. And video transform is the main trans-
formation function for OpenCV video frame rendering and further image processing.
Since in OpenCV a color image is stored in BGR format, a color channel transform is
dened and integrated in the video transform function for further OpenCV process-
ing. Some of the transform codes are shown as follows:
Figure A.15: A color channel transform in the video transform function
where p src is the original incoming video frame header and p dst is the video frame
header after transformation. g imgDrone is the standard OpenCV IplImage header.
And these codes are located in a new function ConvertImage which is declared in a
new le converter.h and dened in another new le converter.c. This function has
similar eects to the D3DChangeTextureSize and D3DChangeTexture in the out-
put rendering device stage transform function mentioned in 3.4.6. The video frame
size needs to be modied by this function before rendering depending on our used cam-
era. The g imgDrone can be retrieved in the thread opencv thread and shown with
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the standard OpenCV API function cvShowImage. The corresponding OpenCV video
frame rendering codes dened in a new le image processing.cpp are shown in Figure
A.16, where GetDroneCameraImage will retrieve the IplImage header g imgDrone
and ReleaseDroneCamera will release the memory of g imgDrone. They are both
dened in the le converter.c. Figure A.17 shows the structure of incoming video
frame rendering using OpenCV module on client part.
Figure A.16: The corresponding OpenCV video frame rendering
An important part in the thread is the format transformation from the RGB for-
mat mentioned earlier to the BGR format which is needed for OpenCV video frame
rendering. For further image processing, some additional variables can be dened
in the le converter.c. For example, another IplImage header g imgGray can be de-
ned for gray image and OpenCV API function cvCvtColor can transform the BGR
format in g imgDrone to the GRAY format in g imgGray. On the other hand, an-
other function GetDroneGrayImage can be dened in the le converter.c therefore
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g imgGray can also be retrieved in the thread opencv thread and shown with the
standard OpenCV API function cvShowImage. Other image processing parts includ-
ing median lter, binary thresholding etc are also supported if more IplImage headers
are dened. We can retrieve these headers to show the corresponding video frame
after image processing. For successful compilation, some standard OpenCV header
such as cv.h, cxcore.h and highgui.h should be included in the corresponding le.
Figure A.18 shows the result video frame after binary thresholding with a threshold
at 100.
Figure A.17: The structure of incoming video frame rendering using OpenCV module
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Figure A.18: Result video frame after binary thresholding with a threshold at 100
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